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 ► Annual assessment scores highlight gains, areas for 
improvement (pg. 1)

 ► Interactive display boards adapt for use by all students 
(pg. 2)

 ► LSHS sophomore publishes book based on real-life 
chronic pain condition (pg. 5)
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Third- through eighth-graders and 
10th-graders took the Smarter Balanced 
Assessment in English Language Arts 
and Math. Fifth-, eighth- and 11th-
graders also took the Washington 
Comprehensive Assessment of Science. 

Students outperform state in annual 
assessments

Last spring, Lake Stevens School District’s 
(LSSD) third- through eighth-graders 

and 10th-graders took the Smarter Balanced 
Assessment (SBA) in English Language Arts 
and Math. Fifth-, eighth- and 11th-graders 
also took the Washington Comprehensive 
Assessment of Science (WCAS). LSSD students 
once again outperformed their peers statewide 
in nearly all assessed categories. Our students 
were among the leaders in Snohomish County 
in the majority of tested areas.

“I’m very proud of our students’ overall 
successes and their academic growth in a 
very difficult year,” said Dr. Ken Collins, 
Superintendent of LSSD. “I’m also incredibly 
grateful to our staff who worked to prepare 
our students for these annual assessments. 
We take student achievement very seriously, 
and are working to ensure that all students 
receive the help and necessary interventions to 
succeed.”

Summative assessment scores, such as the SBA 
and WCAS, are just one way that we measure 
student achievement. In our district, we 
focus as heavily, if not more so, on frequent, 
formative, classroom-based assessments that 

help guide instruction. Information gained 

from state assessments and other district and 
classroom-based assessments and activities 
help our educators plan and guide instruction. 
District administrators use the information 
to plan professional learning for teachers 
and to help identify, promote, and support 
successful programs, effective curriculum and 
instructional strategies.

Given the challenges that we faced the last two 
school years—which were seen throughout the 
country—these results should not be compared 
to previous year’s test results, and in fact, 
the assessment was different than previous 
years. Because of this difference, these test 
results will not be used by themselves to 
make instructional or program decisions for 
students. Instead, they will be a general guide 
to identify areas where continued support 
is needed to ensure that our students have 

the tools and skills they need to succeed 
academically. Instructors will rely on 
classroom- and district-based assessments to 
guide their instruction.

While the spring 2022 scores indicate 
progress, opportunity gaps continue to 
persist. Supporting students furthest from 
educational justice and students most 
impacted by the pandemic has remained a 
priority. Students are receiving interventions 
through tutoring, after school and summer 
learning opportunities, reengagement support, 
mentoring, access to educational technology, 
and mental health support. 

Student assessment scores were shared 
with families via email earlier this fall. This 
information is also available in Skyward 
Family Access under the “Test Scores” tab. 

For more information about LSSD’s 
student achievement scores and 
demographic information, visit https://
washingtonstatereportcard.ospi.k12.
wa.us/ and search for “Lake Stevens School 
District.” To learn more about state testing, 
visit www.k12.wa.us/student-success/
testing/state-testing.
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“I’m very proud of our
students’ overall successes 
and their academic growth

in a very difficult year.”

Dr. Ken Collins, Superintendent



The students in Shannon Wyant’s class at 
Mt. Pilchuck Elementary School sit in a 

half circle, around a large screen at the front of 
their classroom. Their excitement is contagious 
as they wait for their teacher to queue up an 
activity. They start by identifying numbers 
and repeating letter sounds before boarding 
a virtual roller coaster, and finally listening to 
a beloved Pete the Cat book. What appears to 
be a simple screen is actually a new Boxlight 
interactive display on an electronic height 
adjustable mount to make the board accessible 
for all students.

Accessibility is especially important in Mrs. 
Wyant’s class, which serves students in 
the district’s special education Life Skills 
program. The Boxlight display has touchscreen 
technology, and can be maneuvered to 
accommodate all students. 

“My students love using the Boxlight and 
have really enjoyed the educational apps and 
learning games I’ve introduced,” said Wyant. 
“This new technology helps to provide an 
equitable learning experience for my students, 
which is incredibly important.” 

Since last school year, 40 Boxlights have 
been installed in classrooms throughout the 
district to replace aging projectors and digital 
whiteboards. The displays were purchased 
with funds from the district’s Technology Levy, 
which was renewed by voters in 2022. Future 

plans include a second phase of the project to 
replace aging projectors with Boxlight panels 
in all elementary and middle level classrooms, 
and eventually at Lake Stevens High School, 
where new classroom technology was recently 
installed as part of the modernization project.  

In addition to the touchscreen capabilities, 
the displays offer crisp graphics and amplified 
audio for classrooms without distributed audio 
systems.

Teachers received training on the display 
and its functionality, and can participate in 
advanced training throughout the year to 
explore additional features. 

“The Boxlight is fairly easy to use,” said 
Amber Taylor, a kindergarten teacher at 
Highland Elementary School. “The clarity 
and resolution are much more clear than my 
document camera. My kindergarteners have 
grown up with technology, so the touchscreen 
capabilities are second nature for them.” 

Taylor’s students use the Boxlight for their 
daily class check in activity. Students find their 
name and use a pointer to drag it to a face 
emoji that represents how they are feeling. 
This quick and easy activity helps Taylor know 
which students may need some additional 
support that day—and it’s a fun way for 
students to express themselves.

A Mt. Pilchuck Elementary student uses a Boxlight interactive display board to select a fun activity for her class. The touchscreen board is on an electronic height 
adjustable mount to make the board accessible for all students.
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Interactive Boxlight displays installed in classrooms 
to replace aging technology

A Highland Elementary School kindergarten student 
shows how he’s feeling as part of his morning 
check in routine in Amber Taylor’s class. Students 
use the pointer to drag their name to the emoji that 
corresponds to how they are feeling that day.

Scan the QR code to watch 
Mt. Pilchuck Elementary School 
students in Mrs. Wyant’s Life 
Skills class use the Boxlight 
to complete a fun number 
identification activity! 



PBIS framework 
helps support 
students and staff, 
reduce problem 
behaviors

A s Mt. Pilchuck Elementary School’s first 
assembly of the school year got underway, 

Principal Malissa Weatherbie and Dean 
of Students Bethany Anderson welcomed 
students to the gym. Half of the students—
kindergarten, first- and second-graders—had 
never participated in an all-school assembly 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Weatherbie 
and Anderson praised students for quietly 
entering the gym and finding their seats—
publicly recognizing students for following the 
school’s ROAR expectations.

ROAR stands for Respectful, On task, 
Appropriate and Responsible. Students who 
follow these schoolwide expectations can earn 
Panther Pride tickets throughout the day and 
in various locations around school beyond the 
classroom—such as the library, music class, 
recess and the cafeteria. After the students 
were settled, Weatherbie and Anderson drew 
two Panther Pride tickets from a large bucket 
of tickets students had earned over the last 
few weeks. Two lucky students were able to 
participate in the assembly from the comfort 
of bean bag chairs in the front row of the 
assembly. This was a special way to recognize 
students for meeting ROAR expectations. 

This activity is one example of the Positive 
Behavioral Interventions & Supports (PBIS) 
that are happening throughout the Lake 
Stevens School District this year.

What is PBIS?
PBIS is an evidence-based, three-tiered 
framework to create safe, positive and 

equitable schools where every student can feel 
valued, connected to the school community 
and supported by caring adults. 

PBIS is one of the most widely used behavior 
and climate tools in schools, because it reduces 
problem behaviors and increases student and 
staff well-being. The framework helps staff 
teach and reteach student expectations with 
consistent responses and procedures when 
expectations are not met. It’s a prevention 
strategy, not a punishment.

There are three tiers to the PBIS framework:

Tier One
Practices and systems establish a foundation 
of regular proactive support while preventing 
unwanted behaviors. The school provides these 
universal supports to all students, school-wide.

Tier Two
Support students who are at risk for 
developing more serious problem behaviors 
before those behaviors start. These supports 
help students develop the skills they need to 

benefit from core programs at school.

Tier Three
Students receive more intensive, individualized 
support to improve their behavioral and 
academic outcomes. At this level, schools 
rely on formal assessments to determine a 
student’s need.

How does PBIS help our students? Why 
do we need it?
“If a student’s social and emotional needs 
are not met, or if they struggle with behavior 
and that struggle is met with punishment 
rather than targeted behavioral instruction, 
all other areas of their educational experience 
will be impacted,” said Gina Anderson, Chief 
Academic Officer. “This doesn’t just impact 
their own learning, but negatively impacts the 
educational experience of their peers, as well. 
It can also impact the teaching experience of 
the staff in their building. The PBIS framework 
provides consistency for all students, which 
helps reduce problem behaviors and improves 
school climate. The strategy also supports our 
goal of increasing students’ sense of belonging 
in all of our learning spaces.”

Each school has adopted three to five 
schoolwide, culturally-inclusive behavior 
expectations. Setting these clear expectations 
is important, because PBIS recognizes that 
students can only meet behavior expectations 
if they clearly know what the expectations are, 
and what the expectation looks like and sounds 
like in practice. These expectations are then 
deliberately taught and retaught systematically 
until they become embedded in the school’s 
culture. PBIS helps develop a common 
language for school staff and students to have 
these important discussions. 

Along with these clear expectations, each 
school has a system to acknowledge and 
reward meeting expectations that reaches all 
students. Each school also has a system to 
collect behavior data and a team to review and 
respond to it.

Lake Stevens High School leaders welcomed students to the 2022-23 school year with popsicles (left) and clear 
and concise Viking Way expectations. This included what it looks like to be respectful, responsible and ready 
at lunch and in the cafeteria (right). This information was embedded in the student handbook with photos and 
videos to engage students. The high school has also introduced signage throughout the school emphasizing 
the Viking Way.
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Mt. Pilchuck Elementary School Principal Malissa Weatherbie, left, and Dean of Students Bethany Anderson, 
right, welcomed students to the gym for the first assembly of the school year by reviewing the ROAR 
expectations —Respectful, On task, Appropriate and Responsible. This is a Tier One PBIS activity.



Digging into the data to create a focused plan
Lake Stevens School District surveys its students, staff and families 
on an annual basis. The past three school years have been incredibly 
challenging due to the COVID-19 pandemic and acts of school 
violence throughout the country, and these concerns were clearly 
shown in survey results. 

The top concerns from Lake Stevens School District employees 
in the June 2022 survey were student behavior, attendance and 
accountability. The top concerns from Lake Stevens School District 
families in the June 2022 survey were bullying, student behavior and 
school safety.

Student results from the Panorama survey, which was given in the 
fall of 2021 and the spring of 2022, show students report a lack of 
respect from peers; impacted learning due to the behaviors of other 
students; a disconnect from adults at school; and a low sense of 
student belonging. 

In addition to this quantitative data, district and school leaders used 
other feedback from colleagues, students and families which also 
expressed these same challenges.

What did we do with the data?
The data showed a strong need for student behavior support. Along 
with their everyday duties, building leaders were overwhelmed by 
COVID-19 health and safety requirements, though, and the impacts 
that the pandemic had on our students. 

In an effort to provide this support to our students and staff, 
each secondary school and elementary school (with the exception 
of Hillcrest who has an Associate Principal) now has a Dean of 
Students. The Deans have partnered with their building principals to 
provide overall leadership to the daily operations of the school. They 
oversee discipline and attendance, and serve as a liaison between 
students/families and administration while working with the school 
counselor(s), behavior paraeducators and school staff.

Deans, counselors and behavior paraeducators participated in a 
two-day training this summer to strengthen school-wide behavior 
expectation systems. This included an exploration of Multi-tiered 
Systems of Support and PBIS. The training also allowed these key 
staff members to collaborate with their building principals to plan for 
this school year. These employees and others make up each school’s 
PBIS Team. 

PBIS Teams from each building meet regularly at the district level to 
collaborate and share best practices, and they meet monthly within 
their own schools to review their students’ behavior data and plan 
how to respond at a Tier One level. A smaller group is simultaneously 
learning how to support students who need more intensive, Tier Two 
intervention for behavior and social and emotional needs.

SWIS
To be able to effectively track trends in student 
behavior, each school implemented the School-Wide 
Information System (SWIS)—a comprehensive, real-
time online behavior referral system that helps school 
leaders understand which behaviors are happening in 
their buildings every day, where, and why. 

How will we know if we’ve made progress?
Every school has its key PBIS components in place, 
along with a dedicated PBIS team. These interventions 
should result in decreased behavior issues and concerns 
in our students. SWIS will be used to track these 
trends. We should also see an increase in student, staff 
and family perception data on future surveys. And, 
most importantly, we should see an increased sense 
of belonging and self efficacy in our students, and an 
increase in their overall academic growth, as a result.

PBIS in practice at Sunnycrest

School leaders at Sunnycrest Elementary School implemented 
SOAR—Safety, Ownership, Attitude & Respect—to teach Positive 

Behavior Implementation & Supports. The school’s Screaming Eagle 
mascot is also named SOAR, and the outfit is proudly worn by Chanel 
West, Dean of Students.

SOAR visits classrooms to teach expectations to students, and to give 
SOAR tickets to recognize when students are meeting expectations. 
Students can use their tickets to pick from a reward menu to play 
special recess games, have lunch with the principal, or complete a 
special art project—just to name a few.

Using data from SWIS, Sunnycrest staff members 
identified “hot spots” of poor student behavior 
throughout the school. Areas like the cafeteria, 
bathrooms and the playground were problem areas. 
To help in the cafeteria, one class from each grade 
level is awarded the weekly Golden Spatula when their 
class meets behavior expectations during lunch. The 
spatula has become a coveted item at Sunnycrest, and is 
proudly displayed outside the winning classroom each 
week.

During her presentation to the Board of Directors 
in September, Principal Mikey Trexel ended her 
presentation with a quote by author Pam Leo:

“Either we spend time meeting children’s emotional 
needs by filling their cup with love, or we spend time 
dealing with the behaviors caused from their unmet 
needs. Either way, we spend time.”

Student 
attendance is 
an essential part 
of learning 

Absenteeism is a lost opportunity to learn. 
Our families and community members play 

a key role in making sure students understand 
why attendance is so important for success in 
school. Attending school regularly helps students 
feel better about school and themselves.

Make school attendance a priority! Here are some helpful tips:

 • Set a regular bedtime and morning routine.
 • Lay out clothes and pack backpacks the night before.
 • Develop backup plans for getting to school if something comes up. 

Call on a family member, a neighbor or another parent.
 • Try to schedule medical appointments and extended trips when 

school isn’t in session.
 • Talk about the importance of attending school, on time, every day 

that your child is well.
 • If your child must stay home due to illness, ask their teacher for 

resources and ideas to continue learning at home.
 • Contact the attendance office at your child’s school to excuse their 

absence.

If your family or your student needs support with school or 
attendance, please reach out to your school’s main office for support. 
Additional resources are available at www.attendanceworks.org.
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The Lake Stevens School District is 
interested in locating, evaluating and 

identifying students from birth to age 21 
who are suspected of having a disability for 
the purpose of determining whether they 

are in need of special 
education and related 
services. This extends 
to students residing in 
the district, whether or 
not they are enrolled 
in the public school 
system. This also 
includes highly 

mobile children (such as migrant or homeless 
students) who are suspected of having a 
disability and in need of special education, 
even though they are advancing from grade to 
grade. 

A student eligible for special education 
means a student who has been evaluated 
and determined to need special education 
because of having a disability in one of the 
eligibility categories, and who, because of the 
disability and adverse educational impact, 
has unique needs that cannot be addressed 
exclusively through education in general 

education classes with or without individual 
accommodations, and needs specially designed 
instruction. The eligibility categories are 
hearing, vision, speech, language, orthopedic 
or health impairment, intellectual disability, 
an emotional behavioral disability, autism, 
traumatic brain injury, deaf-blindness, 
multiple disabilities, a specific learning 
disability or for students, three through eight, 
a developmental delay.

For more information, visit the school district 
website and click on “Departments” and 
“Special Services” or call 425-335-1660.
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spoons of energy. That’s it. Every 
day you get 12 spoons and that’s all 

of the energy you have. Everything you do 
costs a spoon. If you don’t get a good night’s 
sleep you may wake up with only 5 spoons, 
and you’re going to struggle. That’s the pain 
management metaphor Riley Boerger, a 
15-year-old sophomore at Lake Stevens High 
School, uses to help others understand how 
she is impacted by Amplified Musculoskeletal 
Pain Syndrome, or AMPS for short. It’s also 
the title of her new book, in which the main 
character, Ruth, faces many of the real-life 
challenges Boerger has faced since being 
diagnosed with the painful medical condition. 

Boerger’s writing started out as an essay for a class assignment when she 
was a ninth-grader at Cavelero Mid High School. Then, at the urging of 
her teacher, she decided to enter the essay into a writing contest, which 
she won. That accomplishment propelled her into turning the essay into 
a book.

“Writing the book was therapeutic,” said Boerger. “I’m not a chronic 
illness patient, I’m a patient with a chronic illness, and I wanted to 
help people—especially doctors—understand what I’m going through. 
Being disabled isn’t a bad word, and people with chronic pain need 
representation in literature.”

Boerger was diagnosed with AMPS on her 14th birthday, and suffers 
from nearly constant, stabbing pain throughout her body, dizziness and 
severe headaches. She is being treated by a cadre of health professionals, 
including physical therapists, occupational therapists, pain psychologists 
and mental health counselors. The staff at Seattle Children’s Hospital 
know her by name, and she’s undergone two painful surgeries, more 
than 150 medical procedures, and four years of physical therapy. There’s 
no known cure for AMPS.

While her life has certainly changed since being diagnosed—she’s had to 
give up soccer, and adapt to being the ‘sick kid’—Boerger has definitive 
plans for the future. She has her sights set on becoming the Chief 
Neurosurgeon at Lenox Hill Hospital in New York City. She’s already 
participated in the hospital’s BRAINterns Virtual Internship Program.

In 12 Spoons, Boerger thanks her illness in the acknowledgments. 

“I was put on this earth for a reason, and I would never be this strong 
without my illness,” she said. “Even though I hate it with every bone in 
my body, it makes me better. It made me rethink everything.”

To purchase 12 Spoons, visit www.enhanceddnapublishing.com/
rileyboerger

Riley Boerger, a Lake Stevens High School sophomore, published a book called 
12 Spoons. The book is a work of fiction, but is based on her real-life experience 
with chronic pain.

You can purchase 12 
Spoons, and learn more 
about Riley, online.

Watch Riley’s 
interview on KING 5

12Lake Stevens sophomore 
publishes book based 

on her real-life chronic 
pain condition

Special Education services in Lake Stevens School District



Rena Priest, Washington state’s Poet Laureate, visited Lake Stevens 
High school last month. Priest spoke to students during their 

English classes in a large group in the Performing Arts Center (PAC), 
and then met one-on-one with individual Pacific Northwest Literature 
classes.

This special visit was possible thanks to the work of teacher Annemarie 
Russell and her fellow English colleagues.

In the PAC, Priest began by greeting students in the traditional Salishan 
language of the Lhaq’temish (Lummi) Nation before sharing several of 
her poems, and discussing her process and motivation. Her presentation, 
“Music and Memory in Poetry: A generative writing workshop exploring 
the poem as a personal archive,” helped students understand where 
poems come from—citing samples from other poets—and how she 
creates her poetry. She also showed examples of how to make poetry 
impactful and emotionally charged through the music of the human 
voice.

“There’s often a brightness around a certain word or phrase,” explained 
Priest. “When I’m looking for inspiration, I review my journals, and write 
down phrases—sometimes it becomes a poem, other times it’s an ‘almost 
poem.’”

Priest became the state’s sixth Poet Laureate in April 2021, and her term 
runs through March 2023. Priest is a member of the Lummi Nation, 
and is the first Indigenous poet to be the state’s Poet Laureate. Priest’s 
literary debut, Patriarchy Blues, was honored with the 2018 American 
Book Award, and her most recent work is Sublime Subliminal. Her work 
can be found in Poetry Northwest, Pontoon Poetry, Verse Daily, Poem-
a-Day at Poets.org, and elsewhere.

She has taught Comparative Cultural Studies and Contemporary 
American Issues at Western Washington University and Native American 
Literature at Northwest Indian College. Priest holds a BA in English 
from Western Washington University and an MFA in Writing from Sarah 
Lawrence College. She lives in Bellingham.

Each laureate puts their own unique focus on the position, and Priest 
focuses on two primary goals during her term—celebrating poetry 
in Washington’s tribal communities, and using poetry to increase 
appreciation of the natural world and the threats facing it.

To learn more about Priest and her work, visit www.renapriest.com.

Message from Your 
Superintendent

Happy Autumn! I have always loved the fall season because, as 
a lifelong educator, this season more than any other signals 

a new beginning. No matter what had happened the previous 
year, fall always brings new opportunities, a fresh perspective on 
learning, and an opportunity to succeed. This year, more than ever, 
I feel that sense of renewal and a collective efficacy that all goals 
are possible. I’m grateful for the opportunity to serve you and this 
district, and I appreciate our supportive community that cares 
deeply about our students.

State assessment results show that we, once again, outperformed 
the state in nearly all tested categories. Our students were also 
leaders in Snohomish County in the majority of tested areas. 
While state tests are just one of the many ways we assess our 
students, I am grateful to see that the majority are making 
progress. I encourage you to read the article on the first page of this 
publication to learn more about how we use assessment data.

This fall we welcomed more than 70 new teachers and specialists to 
our district. We also welcomed several school administrators, and 
classified support employees into our schools and departments. 
Our district is actively hiring bus drivers and substitute drivers, 
certificated and classified substitutes, custodians and food and 
nutrition services employees. Lake Stevens School District is a 
great place to work—I’ve been a member of the Lake Stevens team 
for the past 32 years. I encourage you to consider applying for 
an open position, and to help us spread the word throughout our 
community.

If you’re not already connected to our schools, I invite you to visit 
and volunteer. Any time you can give to our students is valuable 
and appreciated. Whether you read to a child, help prepare 
classroom materials, chaperone a field trip, or lead an activity, you 
are contributing to our students’ academic achievement. Visit our 
website to get started, www.lkstevens.wednet.edu/volunteer. 

As we enter the holiday season, I hope you are able to celebrate, 
relax and spend meaningful time with your loved ones. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Collins, Ed.D. 
Superintendent

State Poet Laureate visits 
high school English classes 
to share her gift

Rena Priest, right, Washington state’s Poet Laureate, spoke with Lake Stevens 
High School students in October. Here, she speaks to a student about her writing 
process and motivation.

LAKE STEVENS SCHOOL DISTRICT IS

HIRING!
 ► Substitute Teachers
 ► Bus Drivers and Substitute Drivers
 ► Paraeducators and Substitute 

Paraeducators
 ► Food Services and Substitute 

Food Service

VISIT: www.lkstevens.wednet.edu/jobs
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Senior citizens are invited to participate in Lake Stevens 
School District’s Golden Viking Program. The program is a 

partnership opportunity for seniors living in Lake Stevens School 
District’s boundaries to participate in high school athletic events 
and high school drama productions at no charge. 

The Golden Viking Card admits one senior citizen (65 years of age 
or older) to regular season high school sporting events and drama 
productions where admission is charged. 

Golden Viking applications are available online, lkstevens.
wednet.edu/goldenviking, and at the Educational Services 
Center, 12309 22nd St NE. You may also call 425-335-1500.

We hope you’ll join us by participating in the amazing experiences 
that our students bring to our community through education and 
activities.

March 2023

13 No school, Learning 
Improvement Day for staff

April 2023

3-7 Spring Break, no school

May 2023

29 Memorial Day, no school

June 2023

13 Graduation; last day of school 
for Early Learning Center

15 Last day of school; 2.5 hour 
early release*

16 Snow make-up day, if needed

19 Juneteenth; schools and offices 
closed

20-23 Snow make-up days, if needed

November 2022

11 Veterans Day, no school

23 2.5 hour early release

24 Thanksgiving Day

25 No school

December 2022

19-30 Winter Break, no school (Dec. 19 
to Jan. 2)

January 2023

1-2 Winter Break, no school

16 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day, 
no school

30 No school, Learning 
Improvement Day for staff

February 2023

13-16
P-7 Family Conferences, 2.5 hour 
early release for elementary, 
middle, no ELC

17 No school

20 Presidents Day, no school

Note: Every Friday is 85-Minute Early 
Release.

*pending no school closures. Dates are subject 
to change. Please confirm dates and times on the 
district website calendar.

2022-23 SIGNIFICANT DATES

 ► Nov. 25-27 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. | Registration deadline: Nov. 19
 ► Dec. 20-22 and 27-29 from 3 to 8 p.m. | Registration deadline: Dec. 13

AMERICAN RED CROSS 

LIFEGUARD COURSE

COST: $175

Applicants need to pass the pre-course before 
signing up. Visit the LSSD Pool or call (425) 
335-1526.

REGISTER TO VOTE 
OR UPDATE YOUR REGISTRATION

Are you a registered voter? Have you moved or 
changed your name? Registering to vote, or updating your 

registration, is quick and easy! Visit vote.wa.gov to get started. 
Paper registration forms are available at the Educational Services 
Center or your neighborhood school.

Join us for the Holiday Maker Fair on Dec. 3

You are invited to Lake Stevens School District’s 
Holiday Maker Fair (formerly called the 

Dickens Fair, which was trademarked, forcing 
the name change) on Saturday, Dec. 3 from 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Cavelero Mid High 
School, 8220 24th St SE in Lake Stevens.

More than 100 vendors will sell their 
handcrafted wares. Admission to the fair is 
a can of food or monetary donation to the Lake 
Stevens Community Food Bank. All proceeds from the fair support 
the district’s volunteer and employee recognition programs. For more 
information visit: lkstevens.wednet.edu/holidaymakerfair

Golden Viking Card 
offers free admission 
for senior citizens




